The Toa Hordika are preparing to mount an attack on the Coliseum, now headquarters for the Visorak horde and site of the Matoran captivity. Sent to scout ahead, Toa Hordika Nokama and Toa Hordika Matau have managed to infiltrate a Visorak guard tower by sneaking in under a battle ram. But Roodaka has ordered that particular ram to be burnt in the furnaces...

Meanwhile, the other Toa Hordika launch a plan to capture the tower, the sole guard post on the way to the Coliseum. Little do the heroes know that before all is done, one of their number will have betrayed them.

The final battle begins now.
MATAU AND NOKAMA SHOULD HAVE BEEN BACK BY NOW.

I KNOW.

YOU SHOULD NEVER HAVE SENT THEM TO SCOUT THE VICISSITK ALONE.

I KNOW.

I COULD HAVE WAITED UNTIL NUJU AND I WERE FREE TO HELP.

I KNOW.
IF YOU WANT MY OPINION—

URK!

I DON'T!

VAKAMA! PUT HIM DOWN! WHAT'S GOTTEN INTO HIM?

THE SAME THING THAT WILL CLAIM YOU ALL IN TIME... THE RAGE OF THE HORDICA.

LET'S HOPE MATAU AND NOKAMA ARE HAVING AN EASIER TIME OF IT.
NOT ANY BRIGHT IDEAS?
YOU NEVER LIKE MY IDEAS.
WELL, YOUR LAST ONE GOT US A ONE-WAY TICKET.

"...TO OUR OWN BARBECUE."

THE POWER OF TOA HORDIKA MATAU'S AIR SPINNER BEGINS A CYCLONE TO LIFE.
I MIGHT HAVE A THOUGHT OR TWO, HANG ON!!

MATAU!

THESE ARE STILL VISCEROUS HANGING ON TO THE BATTLE RAM!

THEN THEY MADE A BAD CAREER CHOICE.

YEAH. I KNOW! GREAT IDEA-PLAN, ISN'T IT?
WE DON'T HAVE TIME TO FIGHT AMONG OURSELVES! WE HAVE TO FIND THE OTHERS.

UM, GUYS? COURSE, I COULD BE WRONG. BUT I THINK THEY FOUND US!

SCATTER!
NO ONE COULD HAVE LIVED THROUGH THAT.

NO ONE BUT US TOUGHHEROES! A LAST-SECOND SPINNER AND JUST ENOUGH OF AN AIR CUSHION—

PLUS LANDING ON ME—OUCH!

—AND HERE WE ARE!

TOO BAD THAT ONE VISORAK WEREN'T SO LUCKY. I'LL NEVER GET ALL OF HIM SCRAPED OFF MY FEET!

THINGS ARE GETTING MUCH WORSE IN THE CITY . . .

"THE VISORAK ARE SPEEDING UP THEIR CONQUEST..."
"CAPTURING RANGA IN THEIR COCOONS..."

"...AND TURNING THEM INTO MONSTERS..."

"WORSE, WHEN THEY RUN OUT OF RANGA, WHO'S TO STOP THEM FROM STARTING ON THE SLEEPING MATORAN?"

"US,"

ONE QUICK HARD STRIKE... HIT THEM WHERE THEY LIVE.
Six Tba Hordika challenge the might of the Visorak horde. At stake: the fate of the Matoran of Metru Nui and the city itself. You’ve thrilled all year to the adventures of the Tba in their desperate battle with these spider-like invaders. Collect all of these awesome BIONICLE toys!
You need a diversion, Joggs. A long time ago, when I was a Toa Nokor...

"...we mounted a raid on a heavily guarded Brotherhood of Makuta fortress."

"V"My job was to distract the Viskorak guards on the south wall."

"Do mighty hunters hide behind stone walls? You couldn't catch fireflies in your web, Viskorak!"

"...they didn't understand the words, but they recognized the tone, and they reacted just the way I hoped..."

"...running right into our trap."
"SO INTENT WERE THEY ON THEIR PURSUIT, THEY NEVER THOUGHT THEY MIGHT BE THE ONES BEING HUNTED TODAY."

Those were the days...

THANKS FOR THE SLEEPTIME TALE. IF THERE'S ONE THING I CAN'T STAND, IT'S SOMEONE WHO DOES NOTHING BUT SHARE STORIES ALL DAY LONG.
AT THE COLISEUM...

I DISLIKE HAVING THE TOA LOSE OUT THERE. IT'S LIKE HAVING A DISOBEDIENT VISORAK I CAN'T FEED TO THE ZIURIN.

PATIENCE, MY KING. IF I KNOW THE TOA, THEY ARE OUT THERE EVEN NOW. PLANNING AND FIGHTING.

LONG BEFORE THEY BECAME KORDIKA, THEY WERE PERSONS OF THEIR OWN NATURES—TRAPPED BY THE ROLE OF HERO!

THEY WILL COME TO US. THEY HAVE NO CHOICE. COULD THEY BE TOA AND DO ANYTHING LESS?

AND WE WILL DESTROY THEM.

See the final confrontation between Roodaka, the Visorak and the Toa Hordika in BIONICLE: Web of Shadows, now available on DVD and video. Now get ready for a special sneak preview of BIONICLE 2006!

THEY WOULD COME TO US, BECAUSE THEY HAVE NO CHOICE. COULD THEY BE TOA AND DO ANYTHING LESS?
NOT SO VERY LONG AGO, SIX CANSTERS WASHED UP ON THE SHORES OF AN ISLAND CALLED MATA NUU...

SIX HEROES EMERGED FROM THOSE CANSTERS AND DARED TO CHALLENGE THE DARKNESS.

BUT THESE CANSTERS DO NOT CARRY TOA... AND THIS IS NOT MATA NUU...

SKRIEK

AND ON THIS ISLAND...

THE DARKNESS HAS ALREADY WON.
WELCOME TO THE ISLAND OF VOYA NUI.

THE PIRAKA HOPE YOU ENJOY YOUR STAY.

BECAUSE YOU WON'T BE LEAVING EVER.

COMING IN JANUARY! BIONICLE #0

A special preview of the all new BIONICLE comic!

AND IN MARCH!

Get ready for BIONICLE #1!

The PIRAKA have arrived on the ISLAND of VOYA NUI, and the countdown to certain doom for the universe has begun. NEW story, NEW action, and a NEW comic artist premiere in this SUPER SIZE issue!
BIONICLE.com travels to the island of Voya Nui, where Toa challenge Piraka with an entire universe at stake!

Get ready for the greatest BIONICLE adventure of all with exciting features you’ll only find on BIONICLE.com, including:

- An exclusive new online BIONICLE adventure game
- In-depth profiles of the new heroes and villains
- Details on Voya Nui, the mysterious “island of doom”
- The legends of Mount Valmai

Plus first looks at new animations and much more!

BIONICLE reignites in 2006
Be a part of it all at www.BIONICLE.com
ALL-NEW BIONICLE® MOVIE
NOW AVAILABLE ON DVD!

Six legendary BIONICLE® heroes are snared in webs of intrigue and betrayal as they face their greatest challenges yet. Will they emerge victorious in this final chapter of their epic adventure?

Complete Your BIONICLE® DVD Collection With This Third And Final Movie!

www.BIONICLE.com
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BIONICLE

GEAR UP!

Visit GoQuubic.com or www.LEGOshop.com for Bionicle Shoes, Packs & Masks!

Customize Your Bionicle® Shoes & Packs with Kanohi Masks! Collect All Six!

GoQuubic.com
SPECIAL EDITION
GUARDIAN TOA CO-PACK
ONLY AT WAL*MART

Check out the full BIONICLE® assortment at a WAL*MART near you.

Also available at www.LEGO.com